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Ensure the Success of Network and
Technology Transformation Initiatives
Tangoe Advisory Services - Transformation:
Global Methodologies, Expertise, and Support

Companies must adapt to growing Line of Business
(LOB) demands for network transformation or risk

Key Challenges

failure to meet critical business requirements. Few

•

companies have the resources and expertise to
lead successful network transformation initiatives
internally. The Tangoe Advisory Services (TAS)

Visibility into global costs, service providers, and
current baselines

•

Access to data on global carrier offerings,
technologies, and best practices

•

Transformation solution serves as a partner to

Understanding transformation opportunities and
modeling the impact

•

Managing and mitigating inherent transformation risks

monitor these network transformation projects.

•

Baselining current costs and measuring transformation

The TAS Transformation solution supports

Benefits

companies in the successful transformation of

•

identify, prepare for, implement, measure, and

network infrastructure. This solution unites a
global methodology for data gathering, inventory
management, and baselining with expertise in

ROI on a global basis

Development of initial infrastructure service baseline
and cost model

•

Guidance on vendor solutions, options, and risk

•

Identification of transformation opportunities to meet
developing LOB demands

carrier offerings, technologies, and best practices to

•

Financial models to understand and monitor impact

evaluate and support the implementation of network

•

Management of service migration and measurement

transformation projects.

of results

Core Tactics and Services
Network infrastructure transformation initiatives require a

and provide ongoing financial assurance is an additional

variety of skills and years of experience to ensure success.

obstacle. A clear understanding of the current environment and

The complexities of data gathering on a global basis,

migration strategy is key to choosing the right solutions and

understanding service provider solution technologies, and

mitigating transformation risks.

implementing best practices to ensure success are daunting
challenges for most enterprises.

Our TAS Transformation solution provides the expertise and
global methodology needed to succeed in network infrastructure

Ensuring a new network is seamlessly integrated into an

transformation projects. The solution is integrated with pre-

enterprise’s expense management program to measure results

and post-expense management solutions to measure and
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monitor the transformation’s success. It is executed by a team
of experts with extensive experience in baselining, interpreting,
and normalizing service provider data on a global basis using
local resources. The solution can also be leveraged by our
alliance partners that have transformation practices including
data discovery, global baselining, benchmarking, and third-party
contract negotiating.

Tangoe Advisory Services Overview
Tangoe Advisory Services provides three distinct solutions (sourcing, transformation, and consulting) to aid companies in
the successful implementation and management of effective, customized expense management strategies. These solutions
are designed to support the procurement of world-class service provider contracts, the implementation and success of
transformation initiatives, and the application of expense management best practices.

About Tangoe

Tangoe helps its customers grow their bottom line. Leading global brands rely on Tangoe to increase productivity, reduce costs,
and drive predictable results. The company’s technology solutions are the global expense management and mobility services
standards for the world’s greatest brands who believe, like us, people work smarter when technology works for them. Learn
how technology can make you work smarter at tangoe.com.
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